Icebreaker Challenge

Visit all the participants, have a conversation and collect stickers for your map (see reverse). You could win 1 of 2 gift certificates (each a $25 value)! Just drop off your completed map at the registration table by 6:30 p.m. The winners will be announced during the awards portion of the event.

Here are a few sample reflection questions you may wish to ask participants:

• What did you do in your work term(s) that was enjoyable or satisfying?
• What skill or knowledge areas did you develop throughout your work term(s)?
• What are the competencies you still need to develop?
• What did you learn about yourself during your work term(s)?
• How have you changed as a result of your work term(s)?
• What’s next for you?

Name: __________________________

Guest Type:
☐ Student ☐ Award donor
☐ Employer ☐ Concordia faculty/staff member
☐ Alumna/alumnus ☐ Other
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Arts and Science (Tables 1-7)
1 Carl Bindman Journalism
2 Jessica Chaput-Turcotte Translation
3 Zachary Schiffman Biochemistry
4 Mariya Krasteva Physics
5 Paolo Fiorilli Actuarial Mathematics
6 Ian Pelekis Political Science
7 Viktiriya Kadzhiyeva Economics

Fine Arts (Table 8)
8 Jasmine Attara Design, Professional Experience

John Molson School of Business (Tables 9-16)
9 Tomas Cordoba Accountancy
10 Virginie Régnier Trudeau Finance
11 Justino Donovan Business Technology Management
12 Vanessa Cheung Supply Chain Operations Management
13 Sijaliny Sivapatham Human Resource Management
14 Philip Ednie International Business

Engineering & Computer Science (Tables 17-27)
15 Giuliana Bevilacqua Marketing
16 Jessica Minhas MBA
17 Salma Aly Computer Engineering
18 Stefano Pace Software Engineering
19 Nagapathibha Gummaraju Software Engineering, Industrial Experience, Graduate
20 Simon Dubé Computer Science
21 Mathieu Breault Computer Science, Industrial Experience
22 Itamar Keren Aerospace Engineering
23 Blake O’Reilly Industrial Engineering
24 Akeen Kidder-Alexander Building Engineering
25 Henrique Vieira Civil Engineering
26 Abtin Ghodoussi-Jafari Electrical Engineering
27 Galatea Danias Mechanical Engineering
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